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Executive Summary
1.
The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was a landing pier built between 1873
and 1875 at the coastline of the old Kowloon City. The Stone Bridge was
originally about 210 metres in length and from 2.6 to 4 metres in width. It was
buried due to Kai Tack Bunds in the 1920s and the former airport
development during the Japanese Occupation.
2.
In April 2008, the remnants of the Bridge were first identified during
an archaeological investigation under the Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) study for the Kai Tak Development (KTD). Further investigation to
ascertain the extent of Bridge remnants and in-situ preservation of the Bridge
remnants were recommended in the approved EIA report of KTD.
3.
Apart from the extant sections of the Stone Bridge, the remnants of
the Pavilion for Greeting Officials, Former Kowloon City Pier and segments of
1924 and 1930s seawalls were also identified by the further investigation.
Levels of significance are assigned to the archaeological features discovered in
this document. The extant sections of the Stone Bridge together with the
remnants of the Pavilion for Greeting Officials are of high significance. The
remnants of the Former Kowloon City Pier and seawalls segments of 1924 and
1930s are classified as medium and low significance respectively.
4.
A set of conservation guidelines, based on recognized charters and
principles, is proposed as a framework to guide the conservation,
management, maintenance and interpretation of the remnants in future. It is
proposed that the remnants of original Lung Tsun Stone Bridge should be
preserved in-situ. Moreover, no speculative recreation or excessive
intervention would be allowed at the area buried with the original Bridge’s
remnants.
摘要
1.
龍津石橋始建於 1873 至 1875 年，是位於舊九龍城岸邊的登岸碼頭。該
石橋原長約 210 米，闊約 2.6 至 4 米。其後，石橋因 20 世紀 20 年代啟德濱填海
工程及日據時期機場擴建而被埋。
2.
2008 年 4 月，因應啟德發展計劃環境影響評估所進行的考古調查，首
次發現龍津石橋的遺跡。獲批准的啟德發展計劃環境影響評估報告建議龍津石橋
作原址保存，並進行更深入的考古調查，以確定石橋遺跡的範圍。
3.
除了龍津石橋的遺跡外，進一步的考古調查還發現其他遺跡，包括接官
亭、前九龍城碼頭、1924 和 1930 年代的海堤。本文件就遺跡的重要性分為 3 個
等級。龍津石橋及接官亭遺跡的重要性屬高等級；前九龍城碼頭、1924 和 1930
年代的海提其重要性則分別屬中及低等級。
4.
依據公認的文物保護憲章及準則，本文件提出一些保護指引，以作這些
遺跡日後的保護、管理、修繕及詮釋方針。指引提出原龍津石橋遺跡須作原址保
存。此外，石橋遺跡被埋的位置，不應推測性重建或存有過份干預的措置。
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Reasons for the Conservation Management Plan

1

The original site of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge or called Longjin Bridge
(the Site) is an important historic site with high heritage value in Hong Kong.
The Site had been modified substantially over years from a landing pier to a
reclaimed area forming part of Kai Tak Airport. In 1998, the Kai Tak Airport
was relocated to Chek Lap Kok Island, thus offering an opportunity for new
development in the Kai Tak Area. In April 2008, the remnants of Lung Tsun
Stone Bridge were first identified through the archaeological impact
assessment (AIA) of the Kai Tak Development (KTD). Hence, the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report for KTD recommended
preserving the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge in-situ as part of the KTD after further
investigation to demarcate the extent of Bridge remains.
In order to conserve the extant remains of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge
uncovered by archaeological investigations, the Antiquities and Monuments
Office of Leisure and Cultural Services Department (AMO, LCSD) prepared
this Conservation Management Plan (CMP) so that relevant government
departments/agencies and authorities, stakeholders as well as the public can
have a better understanding about the site, its significance and possible issues
involved with the future KTD.

1.2

Scope of the Study

This CMP covers the archaeological findings of Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge, Lung Tsun Pavilion/Pavilion for Greeting Officials and Former
Kowloon City Pier identified by the archaeological investigations conducted
from April 2008 to February 2009. The assessment of history and context will
also include information about the Kowloon Walled City and Kai Tak Airport
so that an understanding of the context can be attained. As there is a large
amount of background research and study that has already been carried out
by various scholars and institutes, this document will summarize and make
reference to the existing information so as to avoid unnecessary duplication.
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1.3

2

Methodology

This CMP is a brief appraisal of the history and development of the
Site with an emphasis on assessing and understanding the significance of the
Site. The assessment of the site is based on the archaeological findings yielded
by field investigations, basic documentary research and a brief analysis of the
surrounding’s history. This assessment of significance is then used to identify
any vulnerabilities within the Site as well as any possible future opportunities.
Therefore, this information is used for creating a set of guidelines intended to
inform the future use, maintenance and possible development of the Site.
This CMP comprises the following sections and reference materials:Introduction
A summary of basic information, scope of the study, methodology and
relevant documents.
Understanding the Site
A description of the Site, including location, use and management and gaps in
knowledge. Also included is a descriptive summary of the history and
development of the Site, including key historic events. The historic outline is
presented chronologically.
Assessment of Significance
Sets out the significance of the Site based on values such as history,
archaeology, architecture or culture.
Vulnerabilities and Issues
Describes various attributes of the Site as well as addressing issues of the
existing the KTD planned infrastructure and land use.
Opportunities
Discusses the opportunities available on the Site, especially with regards to
the future development in the Kai Tak Area.
Conservation Guidelines for the Site
Sets out the guidelines to protect and manage the Site.
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Conclusion
A closing statement which assesses the information included within this
document.
Bibliography
Figures
Annex A
Textual Records
Annex B
Maps
Annex C
Photographs
Annex D
Hong Kong Government Records
Annex E
Stone Bridges similar to Lung Tsun Stone Bridge in Hong Kong,
Shenzhen City and Dongguan City

1.4

Relevant Documents

The relevant EIA reports, feasibility studies and archaeological
investigations for the former Kai Tak Airport are listed as follows: Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong Ltd. 2001. Comprehensive Feasibility
Study for the Revised Scheme of Southeast Kowloon Development - Cultural
Heritage Impact Assessment.
 Archaeological Assessments Ltd. 2002. Comprehensive Feasibility Study for
the Revised Scheme of Southeast Kowloon Development - Archaeological
investigation.
 Environmental Resources Management HK Ltd. 2003. Southeast Kowloon
Development, Site Investigation at North Apron of Kai Tak Airport:
Archaeological Investigation - Findings for Trenches AT1-AT10.
 Archaeological Assessments Ltd. 2008. Archaeological Impact Assessment
Report for Kai Tak Development Engineering Study cum Design and
Construction of Advance Works “Investigation, Design and Construction.
 Maunsell Consultants Asia Limited. 2009. Further Archaeological Excavation
Report for Kai Tak Development Engineering Study cum Design and
Construction of Advance Works - Investigation, Design and Construction.
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2.

UNDERSTANDING THE SITE

2.1

Location and Brief Description

4

2.1.1
The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge (龍 津 石 橋 ) was a landing pier, linking
the main gate (East Gate) of the Kowloon Walled City (九 龍 寨 城 or 九 龍 城 )
and the Kowloon Street (九 龍 街 ) to the coast in late 19th Century. According
to the text records of two stone tablets about the origin of Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge, this stone bridge was first constructed between 1873 and 1875. It was
originally about 210 metres in length and from 2.6 to 4 metres in width. Later,
a wooden extension of about 80 metres was added in 1892 to its seaward end
in different orientation. (Annex A2-3) The historical map (Kowloon City
Survey, Sheet No. 5, 1905) showed the Lung Tsun Pavilion/Pavilion for
Greeting Officials located in the landward end, 20 supporting pillars, a Pier
End Structure, and the extension part. (Annex B1) Historical photos showed
that the decking of southern part was laid with 5 granite slabs, the supporting
pillars were in hexagonal shape, and the decking pattern of its northern was
different from its southern part. (Annex C1-2)
2.1.2
The Site was partly buried by Kai Tack Bunds in 1920s. The
historical map in 1930s revealed most of the Bridge buried by the Kai Tack
Bund, its wooden extension no longer existed, and the new structures added
to its seaward end. (Annex B3)
2.1.3
The Site was completely buried by Japanese Army in 1940s to extend
the Kai Tak airfield. Before the relocation of former Kai Tak Airport, the
northern part of this Stone Bridge was overlaid by Terminal Building and its
southern part was buried underneath the north apron of Kai Tak Airport.
(Annex B7-9)

2.2

Statutory Designations

2.2.1
The Kai Tak Outline Zoning Plan (OZP) No.S/K22/2 was approved
in 2007 with an Explanatory Statement stating that the Longjin Bridge was
one of the archaeological sites in the Kai Tak area and its preservation
condition as well as mitigation measures should be determined subject to the
result of the archaeological impact assessment1.
1 Paragraph 11.1 in the Explanatory Statement of Kai Tak OZP No. S/K22/2.
http://www.ozp.tpb.gov.hk/pdf/s_k22_2_e.pdf .
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2.2.2
The Kai Tak Development EIA report, displayed for public
inspection in December 2008 and approved in March 20092, recommended to
preserve the extant sections of this Stone Bridge in-situ after further
investigation and to draw up a CMP so that the identified sections of this
Stone Bridge could be properly conserved and integrated into the future Kai
Tak Development.
2.2.3
The site of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge has not been declared as
monuments under the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance (Cap 53).

2.3

Historic Development

The construction, use and burial of the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge were
closely associated with the development of Hong Kong’s history:Kowloon Street and Kowloon Walled City
2.3.1
The Kowloon Street, a market in the coastal area of Kowloon Bay
probably existed since the late Ming dynasty, became much flourishing after
the Opium War. Just as the presence of British in Hong Kong, the Kowloon
Walled City was proposed in 1843 and completed in 1847 in order to reinforce
the Chinese civil and military establishment at Kowloon. Moreover, Lung
Tsun/Longjin Free School (龍 津 義 學 ) was built in the same year at the
Kowloon Walled City to strengthen inhabitants’ moral standards against
Western materialism. (Annex A1)
2.3.2
Prior to the construction of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge, a short wooden
pier was probably built to meet the increasing needs of gambling houses
fronting the beach, the merchants in the market and the officials and navy of
the Kowloon Walled City.
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and Lung Tsun Pavilion/Pavilion for Greeting Officials
2.3.3
A long stone landing pier with 21 supporting pillars was completed
in 1875 after two years of construction. It was built like a traditional bridge in
Guangdong area and called the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge(龍 津 石 橋 ). Taking
the pier example of China Merchants Company (招商局, ZhaoShangJu), a
wooden extension was added in 1892 to the seaward end of the landing pier
2 Kai Tak Development, Application No. EIA-157/2008 in EIAO web page
http://www.epd.gov.hk/eia/english/register/aeiara/all.html.
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as the beach silted up and the Bridge was not suitable for cross harbour ferries
at low tides. (Annex A2-3)
2.3.4

The Lok Sin Tong(樂 善 堂 ), a charitable organization which had

been established in the Kowloon City market in 1880, played the leading role
in the fund-raising of $1,700 for the bridge extension. In return, each ferry
paid monthly rental to the Lok Sin Tong.
2.3.5
At the landward end of this Stone Bridge was a two-storey pavilion,
called the Lung Tsun Pavilion(龍 津 亭 ). The pavilion was used by the local
elders to greet new officials to the yamen (Chinese court) in Kowloon City, and
it was also called the Pavilion for Greeting Officials (接 官 亭 ). A stone lintel of
1873 inscribed with two large Chinese characters (龍 津 Lung Tsun/Longjin)
was placed in the main entrance of the Pavilion but no direct evidence was
available to confirm when the pavilion was first built or any renovation.
(Annex C1-4)
Convention between Great Britain and China in respect of An Extension of Hong
Kong Territory
2.3.6
According to the Convention signed by China and British on 9 June
1898, the Kowloon Walled City was to remain under Chinese jurisdiction and
the existing landing place near Kowloon Walled City should be reserved for
the convenience of Chinese men-of-war, merchant and passenger vessel,
which might come and go and lie there at their pleasure; and for the
convenience of movement of the officials and people within the Kowloon
Walled City. (Annex A4-5)
2.3.7
Since the colonial government encountered strong resistance to its
occupation in New Territories in early 1899, the Governor hastily arranged
flag hoisting ceremony and delivered a speech at the small open space in front
of the Chinese custom station (only a few yards from the beach) on 17 April
1899. After the fights in Tai Po and Yuen Long, British troops were sent to
force all the civil and military officials departing the Kowloon Walled City on
19 May 1899. Subsequently, the Order-in-Council was issued to legalize
British jurisdiction on the Kowloon Walled City in December 1899. However,
the issue of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge (or Kowloon City Pier) was not
mentioned in this document. (Annex A6-7)
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Kowloon City Public Pier and Kai Tack Bund
2.3.8
Setting aside the diplomatic arguments over the jurisdiction of the
Kowloon Walled City, the Hong Kong colonial government immediately
repaired the Kowloon City Pier (i.e. Lung Tsun Stone Bridge 龍 津 石 橋 ) at a
cost of $5,829 in 1900 and arranged regular maintenance before the outbreak
of 2nd World War. Moreover, the new pier facilities were constructed from
1910 to 1936-37 respectively. Information extracted from the relevant Report of
Director of Public Works and other government records (Annex D) is listed out
in the below:Table 1
Year

Works for Kowloon City Pier (1900-1937)

Expenditure
(HK$)

1900

Renewal of Kowloon City Pier completed

5,829

1910

Erection of a new pier in Kowloon City
completed in October and
dredging of 21,608 cubic yards

34,146.08
(partial)

1916

Renewing reinforced concrete beams and
repairing masonry piers

601.39

1921

Maintenance

1,046.97

1922
1923

Amount not
available
The decking of Kowloon City Pier badly
damaged and general repairs

1925
Maintenance

585.93
Amount not
available

1926

1,710.00

1927

399.79

1930

Rewiring, navigation light and general repair

5,408.92
(partial)

1931

Maintenance

1,725.04
(partial)

1934

Raising level of causeway to Kowloon City Pier

1,236.34

1936-37

Reconstruction of Kowloon City Pier
( Size: 80’ x 32’)

12,638.57

2.3.9
The Kai Tack Land Development Company commenced reclamation
at Kowloon Bay in 1916 and completed the 1st stage development in 1924.
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According to the historical map in 1930s, there were 6 original supporting
pillars and pier end structure still existed outside the seawall of Kai Tack
Bund. Moreover, the Bridge’s timber extension disappeared, but the exact
year of its demolition was uncertain. (Annex B2 & B4)
2.3.10 In 1920s, the Pavilion was demolished to make way for the
constructing the new roads probably Sai Kung Road, Nga Tsin Wai Road and
Prince Edward Road. The two stone tablets originally kept in the Pavilion
were relocated in a small garden nearby the Police Station of Sai Kung Road
together with the cannons of Kowloon Fort. They were lost during the
Japanese Occupation period but the texts of these inscriptions were recorded.
2.3.11 Following the bankruptcy of Kai Tack Land Development Company,
the Hong Kong colonial government took over the development project and
designated the eastern part of the Kai Tack reclamation as the airfield for
Royal Air Force (RAF) in 1925. The first control tower and a hanger were built
in 1935. (Annex B5-6)
Japanese Occupation Period
2.3.12 Soon after the Japanese capture of Hong Kong in 1941, the new
Japanese military government underwent rapid modification to enhance
facilities in the airport for use of the Japanese Air Force planes. All the
tenement buildings and shop houses of Kai Tack Bund were demolished and
the villages around the area (today’s San Po Kong) were also eradicated by
the Japanese. In addition to the debris came from the above site clearance,
rock from Sacred Hill, Hammer Hill and Po Kong Village fung shui hill as well
as the stone walls of Kowloon Walled City were also used as fill materials for
airfield extension.
2.3.13 The Japanese built two new runways and used the new airport
solely as a military airfield from 1943 to 1945. Since then, the remaining parts
of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and the new pier structure were entirely covered
by fill materials. (Annex B7)
Kai Tak International Airport
2.3.14 After the 2nd World War, the colonial government re-opened the
Japanese military airport as an RAF airfield in 1945 and the civilian airport
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was operated again in 1946. In 1947, the unsatisfactory seafront of the
Japanese reclamation was reinforced by a newly constructed seawall across its
front. Reclamation for the new runway started in 1956, and the new runway
was opened to traffic in 1959. The history of Kai Tak Airport was the
continual expansion and development until the Site reached full capacity. For
instance, the Terminal Building was extended five times, twice for the runway,
and at least three times for the apron. Hence, a number of works for former
Terminal Building and associated facilities would have disturbed the
underground Bridge remains from 1950s to 1990s. (Annex B8-9)
2.3.15 In view of the archaeological findings recovered from the Kowloon
Walled City in 1994, the possibility of discovering remains of Lung Tsun
Stone Bridge below the foundation of Terminal Building and North Apron
could not been completely ruled out. After relocation of Kai Tak Airport in
1998, archaeological investigation was required to ascertain the remains of
Longjin Bridge in the Southeast Kowloon Development project and Kai Tak
Development project respectively.
2.3.16 Below is a summary timeline and relevant information of the Site for
reference (Table 2).
1847
1873-75

Completion of Kowloon Walled City and Longjin Free School
Construction of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge

1892

Extension of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge

1899

Sir Henry Blake’s speech to the elders of the villages of the
Kowloon area, on 17 April, in front of the Chinese Customs
Station, only a few yards from the beach, outside Kowloon City.

1899

Expulsion of Chinese Civil and Military Officials from the
Kowloon Walled City on 19 May

1900

Renewal of Kowloon City Pier was completed

1910

Erection of a new pier in Kowloon City was completed in
October (149 ft long, with an area of 2,950 sq ft)

1916-20
1920s
1927-30
1935

1st stage of Kai Tak Reclamation
Demolition of Lung Tsun Pavilion and Lung Tsun Stone Bridge
partly buried
Construction of Kai Tak Airfield
First control tower and a hangar were built
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1936-37

Reconstruction of Kowloon City Pier

1942-45

Construction of airport runways during the Japanese Occupation
period

1943

The walls of Kowloon Walled City were demolished to provide
fill material for Kai Tak Airport extension

1957

Completion of Kai Tak Airport Reclamation

1958

Construction of a new northwest/southeast heading 2529 meter
runway on a promontory into Kowloon Bay

1959

Completion of expansion of Hong Kong International Airport

1962

A passenger terminal building was built

1965

Demolition of the old Kai Tak Terminal Building

1974

Completion of Airport Runway extension

1975

Extension of Airport runway to 3,390 meters

1981

Completion of Stage 4 development of the passenger terminal
building in 1981

1984-88
1998

2.4

Stage 5 development of the passenger terminal building
Relocation of Kai Tak Airport

Archaeological Investigations

2.4.1
According to the research papers of Walter Schofield and James Watt,
some pre-Han dynasty pottery sherds and ceramic sherds of Song dynasty
had been probably collected at Sacred Hill.
2.4.2
An archaeological investigation was conducted to ascertain any
remains of Kowloon Walled City from 1993 to 1994 after the site clearance.
Two stone tablets engraved with “ South Gate”(南門) and “ Jiu long Zhai
cheng” (九龍寨城, i.e. Kowloon Walled City) were discovered at the location of
the South Gate. The site of South Gate was later declared as a statutory
archaeological site in 1996 and integrated into the park for public viewing3.
2.4.3
In the archaeological investigation for Comprehensive Feasibility Study
for the Revised Scheme of South East Kowloon Development, no remains of

3 古物古蹟辦事處 2007 《香港九龍寨城發掘簡報》，《考古》，2007 年第 6 期，頁 30-35。
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archaeological interests were identified in 2002. Prior to the demolition of the
former Terminal Building, another investigation was carried out at North
Apron of former Kai Tak Airport in 2003 for the project of Southeast Kowloon
Development. No evidence of the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was identified but
the alignment of the 1924 seawall provided an important clue for further
investigation.
2.4.4
In 2006, AMO arranged a Watching Brief for the box culvert of the
project namely Preparation and Drainage Works for South East Kowloon
Development Site at North Apron Area of Kai Tak Airport at the possible area of
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge landward end and Pavilion for Greeting Officials.
Some wooden piles, isolated granite slabs and pottery sherds were identified
in several sections of the drainage alignment.
2.4.5
In the EIA Study for KTD, an archaeological investigation was
conducted from April to June 2008. The remains of the southern section of
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge were first discovered in Test Trench AA5. Following
the recommendation of EIA report, a further investigation was completed in
February 2009. Several sections of the northern part of Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge as well as the three foundation walls of the Pavilion for Greeting
Officials were found at a level below the basement floor of former Terminal
Building. The 47 broken concrete supporting pillars and landing steps of the
former Kowloon City Pier were also discovered at the open area of former
North Apron. Given the layout of Kowloon City Pier recorded on the 1930s
map (Annex B3), no evidence of 1892 timber extension could be obtained from
2008-09 excavations. Conceivably, the complete clearance of timber extension
was to ensure safe navigation.
2.4.6
Major archaeological features of the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and
Kowloon City Pier identified at the Site by 2008-09 archaeological
investigations are summarized (Figure 1) as follows: 3 foundation walls of the Pavilion for Greeting Officials and
structural parts of landward end,
 4 sections of the northern part of the Bridge in different conditions,
 9 supporting pillars (SP) of its southern part (only SP2 is completely
preserved),
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 1 complete granite decking (GD1) between SP1 and SP2 and half
span of granite decking (GD2) between SP2 and SP3,
 2 concrete spans between SP7 and SP9 (CS1 & CS2),
 a stone Pier End Structure of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge,
 47 broken concrete supporting pillars and landing steps of Kowloon
City Pier (badly damaged by previous works or disturbance, no
ground floor of pier could be identified),
 Segments of 1924 and 1930s seawalls.
For detailed measurements of all the identified features, please refer to the
Further Archaeological Excavation Report (2009).
2.4.7
In general, all the archaeological features identified at the Site are
currently in a stable condition. However, the loose fragment, such as
individual or small granite blocks, concrete or sandy mortar, at the surface of
the remains, will be affected by soil movement, storm water, surface runoff or
ground water changes etc. Therefore, the structural assessment report of
further archaeological investigation proposed several measures to preserve
those loose fragments. The details of archaeological features and extent of
Bridge’s remnants shall refer to the archaeological excavations 2008 and 2009
reports.

2.5

Townscape and Landscape

2.5.1
The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and Pavilion for Greeting Officials were
originally built at the seashore, linking with the Kowloon Street and the East
Gate of Kowloon Walled City. They were prominent landmarks on the
Kowloon coastline in the late 19th century. (Annex C7-9)
2.5.2
Since 1900, the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge had been maintained and
modified by the Hong Kong colonial government as Kowloon City Pier.
Owing to the Kai Tack Bund development, the Bridge was substantially
buried and the Pavilion for Greeting Officials was demolished. Before the
outbreak of 2nd World War, the original stone structures of the Bridge and the
new concrete structures still served as a landing pier in the Victoria Harbour.
2.5.3
Owing to the airfield extension in 1942-43, the remaining parts of
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and new structures of Kowloon City Pier
permanently disappeared in the coastline. Since the development of Kai Tack
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Bunds and Kai Tak Airport, the site of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge has been
separated from other areas of Kowloon City due to the development of new
road network and airport control.

2.6

Ownership and Management

2.6.1
The remains of the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and other features
identified by the archaeological investigation are located in the government
land managed by Lands Department.
2.6.2

The stone lintel inscribed with“同 治 十 三 年 甲 戌 仲 夏 龍 津 南 海 潘

仕 釗 書 “, probably a remnant of the pavilion, is currently found at the back of

the Lok Sin Tong Primary School entrance in Kowloon City District. Another
side of this lintel facing the Nam Kok Road is inscribed with”樂 善 堂 ”‚ (Lok
Sin Tong). This stone lintel is not an antiquity under the Antiquities and
Monuments Ordinance and therefore the Government is not vested with the
ownership. (Annex C5-6)

2.7

Gaps in Our Knowledge

2.7.1
The layout of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge relies solely on historic maps
and the text from the stone tablets. There are gaps between the construction
works and dates of these maps. (Annex B1& B3, A2-3) Archaeological
excavations have revealed the extent of archaeological features relating to the
Bridge and Kowloon City Pier. Judging from the layout on the historic maps,
the structures of the original Lung Tsun Stone Bridge could be determined.
However, the subsequent alterations or additions could not certainly be
ascribed to any date.
2.7.2
The details about the supporting pillars and granite decking in its
southern part have been recovered. Nonetheless, there is no sufficient
evidence to determine the details of granite decking in its northern part, the
actual dimensions and building details of the Pavilion except the little
information available from some old photographs. Especially, some areas in
the former Kai Tak Airport terminal building have not been investigated.
2.7.3
All the archival records about construction works for Kowloon City
Pier would have been destroyed during the war. Therefore, no information is
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available to illuminate the architectural or structural details of the former
Kowloon City Pier .
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The following assessment on the heritage significance of Lung Tsun
Stone Bridge is mainly based on the archaeological findings recovered by two
excavations conducted between April 2008 and February 2009, and basic
documentary research. The assessment addresses the historical, townscape
and landscape, regional and territory, archaeological, architectural and
cultural significance of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge, and attributes the level of
significance to archaeological features.

3.2

Historical Significance

The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge is of high historical significance due to
its emergence relating to the Chinese civil and military establishment as well
as the local community in late 19th century, its strategic position to uphold
Chinese jurisdiction on Kowloon Walled City in the Convention for extension
of Hong Kong colony, and its burial associated with Kai Tack Bunds and the
airport development during the Japanese Occupation period and colonial
period.
The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was built in 1873-75 after the Hong
Kong colonial government annexed the Kowloon peninsular. The location for
building a landing pier in such a scale was to facilitate both Chinese civil and
military forces stationed in the Kowloon Walled City overseeing the City of
Victoria in the Hong Kong Island. The bridge extension had been completed
and funded by the Lok Sin Tong in 1892, illustrating the growth of local
Chinese community and the vast demand of crossing harbour ferries. The
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge facilitated daily operations carried out by the
Guangdong Customs (常 關 ) and later the Kowloon Customs (九 龍 關 ) of
Chinese Maritime Customs(洋 關 ). These operations included opium tax
collection and operations against opium smuggling. After the conflicts in Tai
Po and Yuen Long, the colonial government used these incidents as an excuse
to uproot the Chinese government’s establishment within the colony’s
territory, especially the operations of Chinese Maritime Customs.
The Chinese government purposely reserved its right on this landing
pier in the Convention between Great Britain and China in respect of An Extension
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of Hong Kong Territory so as to facilitate the Chinese officials and people
entering the Kowloon Walled City. However, expulsion of Chinese officials in
1899 and immediate repair for the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge in 1900 clearly
demonstrated the Chinese jurisdiction on the Kowloon Walled City was
deprived and the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was taken over as colonial property.
Since then, the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge no longer served the Chinese officials
of Kowloon Walled City but its importance to Chinese government was
explicitly recorded in the Convention signed by the British and Chinese in
1898.
During the colonial period from 1900-41, the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge
or Kowloon City pier still served as a landing pier in Kowloon. The seaward
part of this stone bridge was partially maintained after the Kai Tack Bund
development but the reclamation area has changed rapidly for the
development of airfield since late 1920s. During the Japanese Occupation
period, the Kowloon Walled City was torn down and the Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge was completely covered for the purpose of airfield extension. After the
2nd World War, the Terminal Building and the North Apron of Kai Tak airport
were built on the Site of the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge without concerning its
presence on the previous coastline. The Site of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge could
vividly illuminate the development of Kowloon and Kai Tak Airport against
the colonial background of Hong Kong.

3.3

Townscape and Landscape Significance

The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was once an important landmark on the
coastline, linking with the Kowloon Street and Kowloon Walled City. Before
the extension of colony’s territory, it was a visual reminder of the presence of
Chinese Officials and navy. The archeological features identified in the
existing burial context could represent the rapid change of townscape and
landscape in Kowloon from 1875 to 1998.

3.4

Archaeological Significance

The archeological features identified within the original site of Lung
Tsun Stone Bridge are physical evidences relating to the Kowloon Walled City,
Lok Sin Tong, Kowloon City pier, Kai Tack Bund and airport development
during the colonial and Japanese Occupation periods. All these archaeological
features recovered are significant in terms of urban or historical archaeology
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in Hong Kong. Similar to the archaeological discovery at the Kowloon Walled
City, the significance of remnants relating to Lung Tsun Stone Bridge are
remarkably high against the Hong Kong’s colonial background.

3.5

Architectural Significance

According to the San On Gazetteer (《新安縣誌》) of Kangxi and
Jiaqing editions(康熙及嘉慶版), there was a bridge called Longjin Bridge(龍津
橋) built in Song dynasty beside the Longjin Pagoda located in the present
Shenzhen (深圳) City4. Another stone bridge also called Longjin Bridge(龍津橋)
was built with supporting pillars in hexagonal shape (i.e. fen shui jian 分水尖
or cutwater) in the Qianlong(乾隆) reign of Qing dynasty, located in the Panyu
(番禺) county.5 According to the information of historic bridges recorded in
the Guangdong Relics Map (Zhongguo wen wu di tu ji- Guangdong fen ce 《中國文
物地圖集廣東分冊》) published in 1989, more than a hundred of similar Qing
dynasty stone bridges were built with supporting pillars in hexagonal shape
located in various cities or counties of Guangdong area.
In local context, a bridge leading to Sacred Hill with two angular
supporting pillars (cutwater) had been recorded on a 1930s map. It seemed to
be made of stone and probably vanished during the Japanese Occupation
period. (Annex E1-4) Moreover, four stone bridges with similar supporting
pillars are recorded in the AMO’s research files, namely Bin Mo Bridge (便母
橋) built in the 49th year of the Emperor Kangxi (康熙 49 年, 1710) reign, Lee Tat
Bridge (利達橋) built in the 29th year of the reign of Emperor Guangxu (光緒 29
年, 1903), old bridge in Lin Ma Hang (蓮麻坑) of Sha Tau Kok (沙頭角)
probably constructed before 1913, and Wui Sin Bridge (會仙橋) built in 1926
4 《 新 安 縣 誌 、 康 熙 版 》 卷 三 地 理 志 之 梁 ： 龍 津 橋 ， 在 歸 德 之 西 ， 石 塔 下 。 (Z hang,
2006a, p.83)《 新 安 縣 誌 、 嘉 慶 版 》 卷 七 建 罝 略 之 梁 ： 龍 津 橋 ， 在 歸 德 之 西 石 塔 下 。
(Z hang, 2006b, p. 382)《 新 安 縣 誌 、 嘉 慶 版 》 卷 十 八 勝 蹟 之 古 蹟 ： 龍 津 石 橋 ： 在 邑 之
三 都 沙 井 村 河 邊。宋 嘉 定 年 間，鹽 大 使 建 石 橋 于 沙 井 之 東 北。橋 成 之 日，波 濤 洶 湧 ，
若 有 蛟 龍 奮 躍 之 狀 ， 故 立 塔 於 上 以 鎮 之 。 (Z hang, 2006b, p.631).

5《 中 國 文 物 地 圖 集 廣 東 分 冊 》之 番 禺 縣，頁 234(44-C 24 龍 津 橋 條 )：石 橋 鎮 大 岒 村 、
清 代 、 建 於 清 康 熙 年 間 。 東 西 向 ， 長 28.2、 寬 3.2 米 ， 為 石 砌 墩 式 拱 券 平 橋 。 橋 墩
兩 端 做 成 分 水 尖 形，橋 孔 有 橫 排 方 洞，可 置 橫 木 防 止 船 隻 出 入。橋 面 兩 側 沒 有 欄 杆 ，
上 雕 刻 纏 枝 花 、 八 寶 和 鯉 魚 跳 龍 門 等 圖 案 及 草 書 “ 龍 津 ” 二 字 。 (G uangdong Sheng W en
H ua Ting,1989,p.234)
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within Hong Kong’s territory. (Annex E5-11) The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and
the small bridge leading to Sacred Hill were built in the area of Kowloon City,
resembling the style of stone supporting pillar (cutwater) and craftsmanship
of Qing dynasty stonework in Guangdong area.
The construction period for the original Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was
two years (1873-75) to build two main parts: - the solid stone structure of its
northern/landward part and the supporting pillars of its southern/seaward
part. The construction process required the profound knowledge on the local
tide movements. Structural details of supporting pillar and landward part
could illustrate how its layout and design to meet the needs for longer spans
and heavier load-bearing capacities in the sea. As time went on, remnants of
the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge in Kai Tak Area and the 4 existing bridges in
rural areas are the surviving examples of typical Qing stone bridge in Hong
Kong. In fact, the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was not an ordinary bridge but a
landing pier adopting the style of stone cutwater (supporting pillar in
hexagonal shape) commonly used in most river bridges of Guangdong
province during the Qing dynasty. (Examples of similar river bridges in
Shenzhen and Dongguan at Annex E12-14) Moreover, the Bridge comprised
the traditional Chinese cutwater, pavilion and Pier End Structure with
landing steps similar to other pre-war piers in Hong Kong. The stonework
style of Pier End Structure at the Site is found heterogeneous from the
unearthed supporting pillars (traditional Chinese cutwater). Further research
could be arranged to reveal more about the architectural significance of this
Pier End Structure by the architecture historian.

3.6

Cultural Significance

The Site is an epitome of pre/post war development in Hong Kong.
The remnants of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge, Kowloon City Pier and seawall of
Kai Tack Bund & etc could provide physical evidence to illustrate how the
bridge/pier was built by the Chinese, taken over by the colonial government,
damaged by Japanese Army, and how the Site was associated with the airport
development of the Hong Kong. Undoubtedly, the archaeological discovery
in Kai Tak area would facilitate Hong Kong’s citizen to understand cultural
and social roots and to create a sense of continuity that is an essential part of
cultural identity.
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Levels of Significance

In addition to assessing the significance of the whole site,
consideration has been given to the levels of significance of different
elements/parts of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge including its later alterations and
other features uncovered by the archaeological excavations. Levels of
significance have been assigned to the archaeological features of the Site that
could provide specific direction of priority in relation to in-situ preservation
or active conservation work, and could indicate where there is greater or
lesser scope for adaptation and alteration without diminishing the overall
significance. Three categories are set in the levels of significance, namely high,
medium and little significance.
High significance
Archaeological features of high significance are those which are of
individual significance and which contribute in a fundamental way to an
understanding of the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge as a heritage place. They are
features of historical importance or individual distinction, or features in
relatively intact conditions as discovered.
3.7.1

Archaeological features of high significance include:
 3 foundation walls of the Pavilion for Greeting Officials and
structural parts of landward end,
 4 sections of the northern part of the Bridge in different
conditions,
 9 supporting pillars (SP) of its southern part (only SP2 is
completely preserved)﹢,
 1 complete granite decking (GD1) between SP1 and SP2 and
half span of granite decking (GD2) between SP2 and SP3,
 2 concrete spans between SP7 and SP9 (CS1 & CS2),

﹢Note: There were 21 supporting pillars mentioned in the Inscription of Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge in 1875 (Annex A2), but only 20 supporting pillars were shown in the 1905 Kowloon
City Survey Sheet No. 5 (Annex B1). 9 supporting pillars were discovered in the
archaeological investigations in 2008-09 (Figure 1) and the total number of supporting pillar is
not yet confirmed as the central portion of the bridge was not fully exposed in the
investigations.
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 a stone Pier End Structure of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge.
Medium significance
Archaeological features of medium significance are those which
originally were of a secondary nature or which may be later additions and
alterations which are important in the evolving nature of the place. While not
necessarily of individual distinction, they are important in contributing to the
significance of the place as a whole. Retention of archaeological features of
medium significance is preferred although there may be scope for
preservation.
3.7.2

Archaeological features of medium significance are: 47 broken concrete supporting pillars and landing steps of
Kowloon City Pier
Low significance
Archaeological features of low significance, in general, are a recent
structure contributes low significance to the place. Those features may be
intrusive to the original elements of the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge.
3.7.3

Archaeological features of low significance are: Segments of 1924 and 1930s seawalls
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4.

VULNERABILITES AND ISSUES

4.1

Introduction

This section will set out the vulnerabilities, key issues facing the Site
and the existing problems that may need to be solved in order to find a
long-term sustainable future of the Site. In the following Section 5
Opportunities, some of the issues and vulnerabilities identified here will also
be discussed from the perspective of potential benefit associated with the new
developments in the Kai Tak Area.

4.2

Inappropriate
Significance

New

Use

will

Jeopardize

the

Site’s

In view of the Site’s significance mentioned in previous section of
this CMP, identifying a sustainable new use with appropriate interpretation
for the Site is essential for the future. However, a proper balance shall be
struck when considering the use for the Site and any construction works
within the Site once the scope for in-situ preservation being defined.

4.3

Management, Maintenance and Monitoring Issue

Following the recommendation of the Kai Tak EIA Report, the extent
of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge remains determined by the further archaeological
excavation will be preserved in-situ. The scope for in-situ preservation shall be
defined and based on the levels of significance presented in previous section
of this CMP. Nevertheless, the archaeological features identified are the
remains of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge which could be preserved in-situ by
reburial, partial reburial and display of selected elements, or full display of all
archaeological features. No matter whether the reburial or display of this
Bridge remains is selected, any proposed new works at the Site should
consider the Heritage Impact Assessment issue with reference to the
Technical Circular (Works) No. 6/2009 of Development Bureau and conduct
assessment on such proposed arrangement be sustained economically or
assessment on the same result of such proposed arrangement be achieved by
other means.
In case of reburying all archaeological features, the issues of Site’s
management and monitoring shall be worked out to ensure its stability and
integrity during and after the construction stage of Kai Tak Development. In
case of displaying ruins in full or partial, the long term mechanism and cost
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for long term management and maintenance shall be carefully considered
before making any decision without adequate information. Hence, the
management, maintenance and monitoring plans could be formulated by the
future site managers in conjunction with the relevant government
departments/agencies, authorities and stakeholders.

4.4

Zoning Issue

The Kai Tak OZP No.S/K22/2 covering Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was
approved by the Chief Executive in Council in 2007. The archaeological
excavation completed in February 2009 has identified the extent of Lung
Tsun Stone Bridge remains, involving two commercial sites (i.e. site 2A1 of
7,000sq.m and 2A2 of 6,800sq.m including the Underground Shopping Street),
and two linked residential areas (i.e. site 2B1 of 21,700sq.m), a pedestrian
street of 10m wide and Road L8 on the approved OZP. (Figure 12) Under
the approved OZP, the affected commercial and residential sites, subject to
building height restrictions of 45-110mPD, will altogether provide a total
domestic gross floor area (GFA) of 108,500sq.m and non-domestic GFA of
64,270sq.m.
In case that the existing zones for these areas deposited with the
remnants of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge may remain unchanged, the future
buildings and structures surrounding the Site will obviate the visual corridor
for the Bridge’s remnants. The planned land uses for these areas shown on the
current approved OZP prior to the discovery of the remnants of Lung Tsun
Stone Bridge have not reflected the planning intention to conserve the
remnants. Any proposed changes on the existing “Commercial” and
“Residential” zones or planned road etc will have cost and revenue
implications to the public finance, notwithstanding preserving the remnants
of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge could be regarded as social/public investment.

4.5

Planned Infrastructure Issue

In accordance with the approved Kai Tak OZP, the infrastructure
projects associated with the Kai Tak Development have been designed and
will be implemented through the existing statutory or administrative
procedures. The discovery of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and the
recommendation of in-situ preservation in EIA report will have implications
to the design and layout of planned infrastructure projects within that part of
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the former north apron in Kai Tak Area. Moreover, other planned
infrastructure projects of inter-regional or territory-wide importance, such as
the Shatin-Central Link, may have impacts on the remnants of Lung Tsun
Stone Bridge during their construction and operation stages.

4.6

Level Difference Issue

The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and its concrete alterations/additions in
1910-30s had been buried due to previous reclamations. During the
excavations, archaeological features of the Bridge were discovered at the level
from +2.8 to –2mPD and the underground water level was found at the level
about +2.5 to 3mPD. Due care should be taken in the course of construction
works of future buildings/structures or public utilities/facilities surrounding
the Site to avoid any adverse impacts on the existing burial environment of
the Lung Tsun Stone Bridge or soil settlement, thus affecting its stability.

4.7

Public Expectation Issue

Given the wide media coverage on the discovery of Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge in mid 2008 and early 2009, the public is generally aware that the
Bridge remains may be preserved in the Kai Tak Development probably with
appropriate site interpretation. Several local heritage concerned groups have
expressed keen interests in conserving the Bridge remains. Even before the
further archaeological investigation report is available for public inspection,
these concerned groups have submitted proposals to make some substantial
changes on the approved OZP and associated infrastructure projects. The
diversified views from different stakeholders or sectors may take time to
resolve the Site’s future. Hence, the general public may expect some proposals
from the relevant government agencies and the future managers of the Site in
line with the current policy for heritage conservation.
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OPPORTUNITIES
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Introduction
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As illustrated in the previous sections of this CMP, the Site of Lung
Tsun Stone Bridge is of high significance and will have a number of issues
and vulnerabilities in the Kai Tak Area. Simultaneously, this historic site can
provide several beneficial opportunities in Kai Tak Development (KTD). This
section will set out the opportunities available to conserve and sustain the Site
for the future.

5.2

Integration into the Planning for Kai Tak Area

In accordance with the Explanatory Statement of the Kai Tak OZP,
the Kai Tak Area is proposed to be developed as the “Heritage, Green, Sports
and Tourism Hub for Hong Kong”. As a result of the further archaeological
excavations recommended by the approved KTD EIA Report, the extent of
Bridge remains has been basically identified to facilitate the planning of Kai
Tak Area. With reference to the levels of significance in section 3 of this CMP,
the scope of extant Stone Bridge’s remains could be determined for in-situ
preservation. With appropriate display facilities, the heritage and tourism
values of the Site can be enhanced and the history of Kai Tak Area can be
manifested as stated in the Explanatory Statement.
Moreover, “a heritage trail” winding through and connecting the
Metro Park with Sung Wong Toi Park is proposed in the paragraph 7.2.8 of
the Explanatory Statement of the Kai Tak OZP. It is worthwhile to consider
incorporating the remnants of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge into the proposed
heritage trail to create a sense of place and a sense of continuity.

5.3

Cultural Heritage Resource for Educational and Tourism
Purposes

There is an opportunity to illustrate the history of Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge, colony’s territory extension and Kai Tak Airport through the
remnants of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge. As a valuable cultural heritage resource
in Hong Kong, the Site could be utilized for educational and tourism
purposes. Subject to the scope for in-situ preservation and display, the Site
could be designed with appropriate facilitates during its planning stage to
form an integral part of Kai Tak Area. Hence, the Site could be an excellent
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historic place with a right degree of interpretation to the visiting tourist or
school groups.

5.4

Community Involvement

The Heritage Conservation Policy Statement of Development
Bureau explicitly states that the Policy shall be implemented with due regard
to development needs in the public interest, respect for private property
rights, budgetary considerations, cross-sector collaboration and active
engagement of stakeholders and the general public. Given the Sites’
significance presented in Section 3 and public expectation presented in
paragraph 4.7 of this CMP, it is necessary to collect the public opinions on the
future of the Site.
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This section is intended to set out the guidelines for the future of the
Site. Certainly, these guidelines can only act as principles and form a starting
point for decisions about the future of the Site. The significance of the Site
may also be changed over a period of time as the KTD is developed. It is
important that this CMP in its present form is relevant to the situation in 2009.
Hence, this CMP shall be regularly updated as changes are made to the Site
and its surrounding area by KTD or by any infrastructure projects affecting
the Site.
The following term definitions quoted from the English Heritage Policy
Statement on Restoration, Reconstruction, and Speculative Recreation of
Archaeological Sites including Ruins are used in this CMP.
Restoration means returning the exiting fabric of a place to a
known earlier state by removing accretions or by reassembling
existing components without the introduction of new material.
Reconstruction means returning a place to a known earlier
state; distinguished from restoration by the introduction of
new material into the fabric.
Recreation means speculative creation of a presumed earlier
state on the basis of surviving evidence from that place and
other sites, and on deductions drawn from that evidence using
new materials.

6.2

Conservation Guidelines

A number of guidelines are proposed below as a framework to guide
the conservation, management, maintenance, and interpretation for the future
of the Site. The visions of these conservation guidelines for the Site are: 


To protect and conserve the values and significance of the Site as the
basis for all future planning and actions.
To seek a balance between conservation and new uses of the Site to create
a sustainable heritage place in Kai Tak Development.
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Guideline 1: The Site shall be recognized as a place of heritage significance
with attributes embracing historic, cultural and architectural values.
The Site of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge’s heritage significance is
demonstrated in the assessment in the previous sections of this document and
should be formally acknowledged by those responsible for the Site. Ensure
that the future managers of the Site recognize and understand the heritage
significance of Site under their control. Review the guidelines for the Site
before change/transfer of management or maintenance agents occurs and
ensure that heritage management and maintenance requirements will fully
implemented and monitored.
Guideline 2:
To apply the conservation principles and practices of the
well-recognized charters and guidelines for preservation, restoration and
reconstruction of the Site.
The principles and guidelines of the Nara Document on Authenticity
(1994), Principles for the Recording of monuments, Groups of Buildings and Sites
(1996), Burra Charter (1979, revision of 1999), English Heritage Policy Statement on
Restoration, Reconstruction, and Speculative Recreation of Archaeological Sites
including Ruins (2001), Principles for the Conservation of Heritage sites in China
(2003), Hoi An Protocol for Best Conservation Practice in Asia (2005), Beijing
Document (2007), Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable
Management of the Historic Environment (2008), but not limited to the
above-mentioned, shall form the foundation for management of the Site of
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge. The adoption will bring the Site into line with a
widely accepted set of conservation principles and guidelines.
Guideline 3: The levels of significance in this document forms the basis for
any actions applicable to each category within the Site. To ensure that the
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge shall be preserved with proper restoration and no
speculative recreation is allowed at the Site.
The levels of significance are given in Section 3 of this CMP. It
represents a soundly based analysis and assessment on all available evidence
to determine the scope of in-situ preservation, and to facilitate planning and
maintenance decisions. Reconsider the significance of archaeological features
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that
may
be
uncovered
preservation/conservation works.

in

future

during

subsequent

Archaeological features identified as having “high” significance in
this document shall be preserved and interpreted. Archaeological features
identified as having “medium” significance in this document should be
preserved as the preferred option, but could be recorded by an archaeologist
and removed if necessary. Otherwise, removal of any elements identified
within the Site shall be restricted to intrusive elements on the Lung Tsun
Stone Bridge or those of low significance.
Table 3
Level of Significance

Recommendation for each category

High
significance

in-situ preservation
essential;

Medium
significance

conservation desirable subject to the scope of
preservation;

Low
significance

retention or removal depending on other
priorities; intrusive elements or features subject to
removal or alteration to minimize adverse impacts
on archaeological features of high significance.

required,

conservation

Restoration is an intervention and shall be kept to minimal.
Conjectural reconstruction for the Bridge and the Pavilion is not permitted at
the Site. The Criteria for assessing proposals for restoration or reconstruction
in English Heritage Policy Statement on Restoration, Reconstruction, and
Speculative Recreation of Archaeological Sites including Ruins shall be adopted
while considering any proposal for the Site.
Guideline 4: To ensure that conservation
appropriately and undertaken as necessary.

works

are

documented

The conservation, maintenance and new works shall be properly
recorded. Ensure that conservation works are documented and supervised by
a conservation architect or archaeologist. Contractors engaged to work on the
Site will be suitably qualified and experienced in conservation techniques.
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Guideline 5: The management and maintenance of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge
shall be in complete accord with the significance assessed in this CMP
The Section 3 of this CMP gives overall direction regarding the
significance of the archaeological features and setting/context with the level
of significance. This CMP recognizes that heritage aspects of the Site must be
balanced with other aspects such as use, financial constraints, and regulatory
or legislative requirements in any future management or development.
Conservation measures apply to archaeological features of high significance
should be reversible. Interventions, alterations or additions will only be
permissible where they reveal or reinforce the significance of the Site as a
whole. The archaeological features of the Site will be cared for through a
regime of cyclical preventative maintenance informed by a thorough
condition survey.
An archive facilitating management and maintenance for the Site
will be deposited with and maintained by the Antiquities and Monuments
Office. This shall include copies of any statutory applications, reports of any
archaeological excavations, recording works or watching briefs relating to the
Site, any investigation reports of conservation plans or feasibility studies,
records of any repair and consolidation works, records of any
elements/structures erected or demolished within the Site, any photographic
or drawn surveys of any part of the Site.
Guideline 6: The interpretation for Lung Tsun Stone Bridge shall be based on
the significance assessment in this CMP.
The significance assessment in this CMP illustrates the significance
which make up the importance of the Site, and form a useful means of
enabling this importance to be communicated to visitors. The principles in the
ICOMOS Charter on the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites
(2008) shall be adopted for the Site’s interpretation. Another excavation to
expose all the features of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and Pavilion of Greeting
Officials should be considered before determining the scale of display and
interpretation plan for the Site if necessary, since the archaeological
investigations conducted from 2008 to 2009 were to determine the extent of
archaeological remains.
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Guideline 7: Any future development projects or the planned infrastructure
projects encroaching/affecting the Site shall not adversely affect the Site’s
significance.
These guidelines recognize the inter-relationship between the Site of
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and the broader Kai Tak Area. The necessity of
Heritage Impact Assessment for any new development or infrastructure
projects should be considered to assess any potential impact on the heritage
significance of the Site, and to design and implement the appropriate
mitigation measures safeguarding the Site’s significance.
Guideline 8: The remains of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge built in 1875 are
assessed of high significance and the appraisal for legal protection should be
carried out.
The Section 3 of this CMP is a foundation for relevant authorities
and government departments to consider the protection issue of the Site such
as the statutory procedures of the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance (A
& M Ordinance, Cap. 53) to provide legal protection for the Site, similar to the
South Gate of Kowloon Walled City in 1996. The archaeological features of
Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and Pavilion for Greeting Officials are of high
significance and therefore might be considered to declare as a monument.
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CONCLUSION

The Lung Tsun Stone Bridge was a landing pier built in 1873-1875
and its timber extension built in 1892 was dismantled in early 20th century.
This stone bridge not only signified economic growth of that area in Kowloon,
but also experienced the change of sovereignty due to the extension of
colony’s territory in 1898. The Convention between Great Britain and China in
respect of An Extension of Hong Kong Territory was the key historical document
to demonstrate its strategic position to uphold Chinese jurisdiction on
Kowloon Walled City. Moreover, the Site is an epitome of the Kai Tak Airport
i.e. the development of Kai Tack Bunds, airport extension during Japanese
Occupation Period, and the postwar continual developments. The Site is of
heritage significance with attributes embracing historical, cultural and
architectural values. Undoubtedly, the archaeological discovery in Kai Tak
Area could provide physical evidences for Hong Kong’s citizen to understand
cultural and social roots and to create a sense of continuity that is an essential
part of cultural identity.
Regarding the archaeological features relating to Lung Tsun Stone
Bridge discovered at the Site, the Section 3 of this CMP gives overall
assessment with the levels of significance for sake of demarcating the scope of
in-situ preservation. The remnants of original Lung Tsun Stone Bridge shall be
preserved in-situ. The Site shall be properly conserved, maintained,
interpreted and presented its heritage values and significance. No speculative
recreation or excessive intervention would be allowed at the Site in
accordance with the widely accepted conservation principles and guidelines.
This CMP recognizes that heritage aspects of the Site must be
balanced with other aspects such as use, financial constraints, and any future
needs of KTD. The Conservation Guidelines of this CMP are a series of
statements of what should and what should not be done to the Site. The
intention is that all these guidelines should be understood and endorsed by
relevant government departments/agencies, authorities and stakeholders as
well as the future Site managers who will take up the future site management
and interpretation and update this CMP as necessary.
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1920 年代九龍城發展計劃圖
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1922-1935 年的測量圖 CXXXVII-NE-8
Survey Sheet CXXXVII-NE-8, 1922-1935
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1926 年的啟德填海計劃平面圖
Plan showing the proposed Kai Tak Reclamation, 1926
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龍津石橋及龍津亭(接官亭)
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、
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Stone Bridge in the background
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1932 年的九龍城碼頭
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Lung Tsun Pavilion (Pavilion for Greeting Officials) in early 20th century
(Public Records Office Photo # 03-04-073)
Annex C-4

龍津亭的石額
Granite Lintel of Lung
Tsun Pavilion
(Hong Kong Public
Libraries Photo # 752199)

Annex C-5

龍津亭的石額，刻有「龍津」
、
「同治十三年甲戌仲夏」及「南海潘仕釗書」
Granite Lintel of Lung Tsun Pavilion with Chinese characters

Annex C-6

龍津亭石額的近攝
Close-up of Granite Lintel of Lung Tsun Pavilion

Annex C-7

1891 年位於九龍城的刑場，龍津石橋的側面可見於相中
Kowloon City Execution Ground in 1891,
side view of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge in the background
(Hong Kong Public Libraries Photo # 2084769)

Annex C-8

二十世紀初九龍城的道路，遠方可見龍津石橋的側面
A Road of Kowloon City in the early 20th century, side view of Lung Tsun Stone Bridge in the background
(Hong Kong Public Libraries Photo # 752236)

Annex C-9

1932 年的九龍城碼頭
Kowloon City Pier, 1932.
(Wu, & He, 2007, p.41)
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Annex E
香港、深圳市及東市與龍津石橋相似的石橋
Stone Bridges similar to Lung Tsun Stone Bridge in Hong Kong,
Shenzhen City and Dongguan City

1.

二十世紀初九龍城的面貌，聖山及其周遭

2.

Kowloon City in early 20th Century, Scared Hill and the surrounding area
二十世紀初的聖山，右方見一石橋

3.

Sacred Hill in early 20th century, a stone bridge on the right
聖山及石橋

4.

Sacred Hill and a stone bridge
聖山及石橋在 1922-1935 年的測量圖 (CXXXVII-NE-11)

5.

Sacred Hill and a stone bridge in Survey Sheet CXXXVII-NE-11, 1922-1935
元朗錦田水頭村便母橋

6.

Bin Mo Bridge, Shui Tau Tsuen, Kam Tin, Yuen Long
元朗錦田水頭村便母橋

7.

Bin Mo Bridge, Shui Tau Tsuen, Kam Tin, Yuen Long
元朗八鄉水盞田利達橋

8.

Lee Tat Bridge, Shui Tsan Tin, Pat Heung, Yuen Long
元朗八鄉水盞田利達橋

9.

Lee Tat Bridge, Shui Tsan Tin, Pat Heung, Yuen Long
沙頭角蓮麻坑古橋

10.

Old Bridge, Lin Ma Hang, Sha Tau Kok
元朗十八鄉會仙橋

11.

Wui Sin Bridge, Shap Pat Heung, Yuen Long
元朗十八鄉會仙橋

12.

Wui Sin Bridge, Shap Pat Heung, Yuen Long
深圳市大鵬所城西登雲橋

13.

Dengyun Bridge in Dapeng Suocheng Xi, Shenzhen City
深圳市大鵬所城東榮蔭橋

14.

Rongyin Bridge in Dapeng Suocheng Dong, Shenzhen City
東莞市福慶橋 (中堂．袁家涌)
Fuqing Bridge (Yuanjiachong Village, Zhongtang Town). Dongguan City

Annex E-1

二十世紀初九龍城的面貌，聖山及其周遭
Kowloon City in early 20th Century, Scared Hill and the surrounding area
(Hong Kong Public Libraries Photo # 752076)
Annex E-2

二十世紀初的聖山，右方見一石橋
Sacred Hill in early 20th century, a stone bridge on the right
(Zhou, & Zhong, 2001, p.10)

Annex E-3

聖山及石橋
Sacred Hill and a stone bridge
(Hong Kong Public Libraries Photo # 752077)
Annex E-4

聖山及石橋在 1922-1935 年的測量圖 (CXXXVII-NE-11)
Sacred Hill and a stone bridge in Survey Sheet CXXXVII-NE-11, 1922-1935

Annex E-5

元朗錦田水頭村便母橋
Bin Mo Bridge, Shui Tau Tsuen, Kam Tin, Yuen Long
Annex E-6

元朗錦田水頭村便母橋
Bin Mo Bridge, Shui Tau Tsuen, Kam Tin, Yuen Long

Annex E-7

元朗八鄉水盞田利達橋
Lee Tat Bridge, Shui Tsan Tin, Pat Heung, Yuen Long
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元朗八鄉水盞田利達橋
Lee Tat Bridge, Shui Tsan Tin, Pat Heung, Yuen Long

Annex E-9

沙頭角蓮麻坑古橋
Old Bridge, Lin Ma Hang, Sha Tau Kok
Annex E-10

元朗十八鄉會仙橋
Wui Sin Bridge, Shap Pat Heung, Yuen Long

Annex E-11

元朗十八鄉會仙橋
Wui Sin Bridge, Shap Pat Heung, Yuen Long
Annex E-12

深圳市大鵬所城西登雲橋
Dengyun Bridge in Dapeng Suocheng Xi, Shenzhen City
(Li, Zhang, & Yang, 2005, p.28)

Annex E-13

深圳市大鵬所城東榮蔭橋
Rongyin Bridge in Dapeng Suocheng Dong, Shenzhen City
(Li, Zhang, & Yang, 2005, p.28)
Annex E-14

東莞市福慶橋 (中堂．袁家涌)
Fuqing Bridge (Yuanjiachong Village, Zhongtang Town), Dongguan City
(Dongguan Municipal Bureau of Culture and Dongguan Municipal Commission for the
Preservation of Ancient Monuments, 2005, p. 101)

